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The Walk Up 
Much of the sheepdog training for dogs that have a future on sheep is achieved off the field in the 
foundations skills. Equally, much of the sheepdog training for sheep is paralleled to some degree on 
Sheepballs.  

There are times when training with clients that want their gundog to be able to “run free” in the woods 
and chase critters to their hearts content (or more likely to ensure a good evening of quiet dogs) that I 
need to give the example of never considering it reasonable to allow a collie to chase sheep to their 
hearts content, (“…. ? of course not….”) then they can begin to see a parallel.  

There is a famous Setter & Pointer kennels that breed and train the dogs for work in the field. They 
would have approx 60 – 80 dogs and pups of various ages under training at any one time. The dogs 
are let out in groups (I saw a group of 60) in relative ages, into the exercise paddock of about an acre 
to “freely run around, play and exercise” morning and evening. Once the dogs were out in the field, or 
moorland,  they walk in close by. Period. There was NO free running, or feral hunting, out in the field. 
Not only was it considered unfair to the wildlife (and possibly the seasonal shoot-the-shit-out-of-them 
opportunities), but unfair on the dogs to know when to hunt under guidance and when to hunt to their 
own agenda.  

 

This is the same for sheep dogs. They DO NOT go practicing collecting, herding, cornering sheep 
without supervision and guidance. They may have an exercise paddock that is without stock to 
maintain fitness, but there is no “going for a walk” for a working dog and allowing or encouraging free 
roaming. Any time the dog is around stock they should be walking in, same for the gundogs. The 
presence of stock is the cue for walking close by.  

To some degree this is inherited in the collies, as mine are very sticky at my side when we walk in a 
field of beans, or wheat or woodland. They have never seemed to enjoy free roaming and critter like 
the setters.  

We can make similar expectations that “under these conditions ……… you should default to walking 
in close by”. You fill in the blank – this can be the local park, and agility field, up on the moorland.  

We cannot expect an inherited walking in behaviour, we need to teach it, cue it under our chosen 
conditions and then let those conditions be the cue for the behaviour, without continual prompting.  

What is the reward?  
This is our start point for teaching any behaviour. “The purpose of learning is to gain more and better 
rewards”. (Schultz). We have many choices for rewards, some of which we can select a greater 
quantity or value to the dog.  

For dogs with the working heritage (collie or gundog) the reward in these environments will be the 
working opportunity, always under our guidance and direction: the partnership. No free herding of 
cyclists, skateboarders, other dogs, swallows, hot air balloons, etc … or other balls. But under these 
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conditions we will ensure the dog is going to work our balls / disc etc, and this will be of the Best 
Value Reward.  

Reward at the centre 
We begin the learning from the reward, and extend the duration or continuation of movement to 
obtain the reward.  

For our collies it will be to stop (catch) the ball, or get (grab) the ball. The pleasure of doing this needs 
to be well established. I think this took Todd a 8 minutes when he was 8 weeks old, but he comes 
from exceptionally strong working lines:  

 

His chosen stock was Zip, farm dogs may well choose chickens etc. Although Zip is a default for 
work, I also paralleled his development with toys and playing with me, and this easily trumps working 
Zip.  

As a youngster begins their learning with live stock over the several months they will also learn their 
foundation skills of walk up, by me, and stop.  

We could teach this with food, but the dog can often then be unable to transfer that learning to the 
reward being something ahead that they are focussed on – since we become the food source they 
will focus to us and not look forwards. Although it would not be detrimental and can contribute, we 
can put the food ahead, in a container and teach the walk up with the dog looking ahead.  

 

1. Without the dog present, the ball is placed out, and easily on view to the dog when we collect 
them. (ie not too deep in the grass).  

2. Collect the dog, on lead (leash) with either a flat collar, or harness.  
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3. Before walking the dog to be able to see the ball, you should establish that the dog is not pulling 
and that they can demonstrate the skill of relinquishing into the collar or harness. This can be 
rewarded with food if the dog wants to take it.  

4. Prepare to let the dog see the ball, AND STAND STILL, with the dog looking at the ball. If the 
dog is holding stillness, not surging into the end of the lead, then release the dog to go forward 
and collect the ball. If standing still is the first occurrence, obviously the ball should be no further 
ahead than the end of the lead or line and your extended arm. We do not want them to jerk if the 
line if too short. Allow a ball grab, and play, or encourage the swop to the other ball tucked 
under your arm.  

This is not about either you cueing the dog to heel, the lead preventing ball grabbing, or you 
slapping your leg. This is about the potential for reward stimulating the stop and stand still 
behaviour (wait-be-ready with lead guidance). If the dog needs cueing to stop then you are 
potentially setting up a lifetime of “if I cue him to stop…. etc etc.”  

We want the conditions, environment, to be the cue, neither lead or nagging, so avoid use of 
those prompts.  

Be able to stand still and look to the ball is the first foundation. The closer the ball the harder this 
will become. Once the ball stimulates the stillness THEN add the cue “wait”. 
 

5. With the stand still established, adding the stop cue “wait”., you will ask the dog to take one step 
forward, which is usually about half of your own stride. Be careful as you step, as the previous 
occasions forward movement was the cue to surge and grab. You may need to take up the lead 
slack as you slowly move forward with a clear cue “walk on””.  
Some dogs may be sticky on this, this is your moment to encourage a controlled forward step.  

6. If this step is slow and controlled, come to a stop. When the foundation stop is successful, give 
the release cue – get it, go, etc.  

7. Build this sequence of: 
 
stop   >  one step  >  stop  ….  release = grab  play 

“wait”      “walk on” “wait”       “go, play”    
 

stop   >  one step  >  stop  >  one step  >  stop   …. release = grab  play 

“wait”      “walk on” “wait”      “walk on” “wait”       “go, play” 
 

stop   >  one step  >  stop  >  one step  >  stop  >  one step  >  stop   …. release = grab  play 

“wait”      “walk on”  “wait”      “walk on” “wait”      “walk on” “wait”       “go, play” 
 

The release to go-play, will ALWAYS be after the stop, NOT the step, unless the dog is 
extremely sticky. You will choose which behaviour needs the reward.   
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Put the ears on the dog 
All sheepdog trials the dog enters the field off lead. They walk up to the post with the dog close by. 
Well  …. yeah.  

This begins with the pup after they have learned the ultimate pleasure sheep can present, and walking 
from kennel or car, to the training opportunity is their Walk Up, Stop practice. If the dog is on the lead 
or line and pulling, then all control will be out of the window when the lead is taken off.  

 

In Sheepdog world this is called “putting the ears on the dog”.  

In our training world – adding stimulus control.  

 

We shall be looking at the verbal stimulus control in more detail later, but this is a good opportunity to 
introduce it. Try as much as possibly to let the reward stimulate the desired behaviour and THEN add 
the cue, not presuming they “know” wait and end up nagging them to stop.  

Remember to keep you own body language quite “stalky”, calm, slow and with every intent of 
creeping up on the quietly grazing ball so that is unaware of the potential kill.  


